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One central challenge for all theories of conversational implicature (Grice, 1957, 1975) is 

characterizing the fundamental tension between quantity (Q-)implicatures, in which utterance 

meaning is refined through exclusion of the meanings of alternative utterances, and 

informativeness (I-)implicatures, in which utterance meaning is refined by strengthening to the 

prototypical case (Atlas & Levinson, 1981; Levinson, 2000). A classic illustration of this tension 

is given in (1) below, roughly following Horn (1984): 

(1a) The man injured a child → the child wasn’t his own child. [Q, from alternative my child] 

(1b) The man broke a finger → the finger was his own. [I, despite alternative my finger] 

Although a wide variety of such examples have been adduced, our understanding of the principles 

guiding resolution of the Q/I tension remains poor.  Here we report a systematic investigation of 

Q/I resolution in semantic underspecification of possession of indefinite direct objects by subjects 

in simple transitive sentences as in (1).  We draw on recent game-theoretic (Degen, Franke, and 

Jäger, 2013) and Bayesian (Frank and Goodman, 2012) models of conversational implicature to 

derive five predictions about Q/I resolution in these cases based on cooperative speaker/listener 

reasoning about prior probabilities and alternative utterance costs, and test these predictions 

experimentally using a large-scale forced-choice judgment task and multivariate regression 

analysis. 

Experimental Method: each participant was presented with one single-sentence prompt of the 

form “X Ved a Y” for subject noun phrase X, verb V, and object noun Y, and was asked whether 

the sentence was about X’s Y (OWN judgments) or someone else’s Y (OTHER’S judgments). 

Prediction 1: judgments should be influenced by subjective prior probabilities of the 

respective event types. Given that a nose-breaking event has occurred, for example, the subjective 

probability that the nose was the breaker’s own is higher if the breaker is human than if it is a 

python (see norming experiment below). In game-theoretic and Bayesian models, prior 

probabilities are the starting point for alternative-based reasoning about pragmatic enrichment.  

These models thus predict that the higher the prior probability of Y being X’s own given that X Ved 

some Y, the higher the probability that “X Ved a Y” should be interpreted as being about X’s Y, an 

I-implicature.  For example, the rate of OWN judgments should be higher for “The man broke a 

nose” than “The python broke a nose”. 

Prediction 2: judgments should be OTHER’S-skewed relative to the prior. This prediction 

derives from game-theoretic and Bayesian approaches, in which the availability and/or brevity of 

fully-specified alternative utterances critically determines the direction and strength of implicature. 

In our cases, the fully-specified alternatives are (i) a possessive pronoun just as brief as “a”—both 

are single, monosyllabic words—and (ii) “someone else’s”, which is more prolix. The 

unambiguous OWN alternative is thus a stronger Q-implicature driver than the unambiguous 

OTHER’S alternative, and judgments should skew toward OTHER’S relative to the prior. 

Prediction 3: using relational nouns whose relations can be filled by the other noun should 

favor OWN judgments.  Many nouns, such as father and patient, give salience to entities with 

which they bear some relation—the children of the father, the doctor of a patient.  When the other 

noun mentioned in the sentence can potentially fill this relation, we predict that an OWN inference 

will be favored by Q-implicature.  For example, every situation that could be truthfully described 

by “The father injured a child” could also be truthfully described by “The man injured a child”. 

The former sentence should thus serve as an alternative driving ad-hoc Q-implicature (Hirschberg, 

1985) for the latter sentence that the child is not the man’s own. 



Prediction 4: Ys that an X possesses only one of should favor OTHER’S judgments. This 

prediction requires an independently motivated auxiliary assumption, that in non-presentational 

uses the English indefinite determiner is prototypically used when the NP it forms has no unique 

referential satisfier in the domain.  (The independent motivation is that this usage reflects Q-

implicature from the definite determiner, though this canonical usage must be at least partially 

lexicalized since the competing form in our cases would be a possessive pronoun, which doesn’t 

presuppose referential uniqueness: “The man broke his finger” is fine when the finger is his own, 

but “The man broke the nose” is infelicitous when the nose is his own.)  From this auxiliary 

assumption we can directly derive that cases like “The man broke a nose” should favor OTHER’S 

judgments relative to cases like “The man broke a finger”, since the prototypical use of “a” signals 

in the former case a referential domain in which there is more than one nose (at least one of which 

is not the man’s own).  

Prediction 5: lowering the cost of the underspecified indefinite but not the costs of the fully 

specified alternatives should favor OWN judgments. Game-theoretic and Bayesian approaches 

predict that lowering only the cost of the underspecified indefinite is equivalent to raising the costs 

of all the alternatives, and should reduce the role of Q-implicature.  Since Q-implicature favors 

OTHER’S judgments in cases like (1), reducing its role should favor OWN judgments. 

Participants, materials, and procedure: we collected data from 2588 native speakers of English 

recruited via Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk, using the method described above. We used 106 

sentence prompts designed to vary widely in relative OWN/OTHER’S prior probability (Prediction 

1), number of relational nouns (Prediction 3), and referential uniqueness on an OWN reading 

(Prediction 4).  To test Prediction 5 we used a within-items manipulation in which each item was 

presented either as in (1) or in a newspaper-HEADLINE version (“Man injured child”), which 

eliminates the need for an overt determiner to encode underspecified possession but not the need 

for overt material to encode fully-specified possession.  We estimated prior probabilities in a 

separate norming study based on 4541 judgments, asking “In general, which of the following do 

you think is more likely to happen:” followed by the two possible event descriptions—e.g.,  

“Someone who is a father injuring someone who is {his own | someone else’s} child.” 

Results: Mixed logit analysis shows that the collected 

data generally confirm all our predictions (Figure 1).  

There was a numeric trend for OWN interpretation of a 

prompt to increase with (empirical logit-transformed) 

prior probability of OWN events as estimated in the 

norming study, though this trend did not reach 

significance (p=0.118).  The intercept was negative 

(p<0.001), showing the predicted OTHER’S-skew.  OWN 

interpretations were favored the more relational nouns 

were included in the prompt (p<0.001), and relationally 

unique object NPs strongly favored OTHER’S 

intepretations (p<0.001).  Finally, the (treatment-coded) HEADLINE condition favored OWN 

interpretation much more strongly than the non-headline condition (p<0.001).  

Conclusion: Indefinite NP objects have long served as classic illustrations of the fundamental 

Quantity/Informativeness tension in conversational implicature. Here we have shown how they 

can be used as a rich testbed for multifactorial influences on language understanding.  We found 

clear empirical support for a range of predictions, strengthening the case for the rational- and 

cooperative-agent models of pragmatic inference from which these predictions were derived. 

Figure 1 Regression model results. Error bars 
are standard errors of model coefficients. 


